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A Systemic-Functional Study Of Projection (英语投射型小句复合体的系统功能研
究) 
                               丁建新     
1 a. John said, ‘The world is flat.’ [paratactic: proposition: locution] 
    b. John said that the world is flat. [hypotactic: proposition: locution] 
    c. I wonder whether the world is flat.[ hypotactic: proposition: idea: finite] 
    d. He assumed the world to be flat. [hypotactic: proposition: idea: 
non-finite] 
 e. He was taken back by the claim that the world is flat.  
        [projection: embedded: proposition: locution: postmodifier] 
 f. That the world is flat surprises me.[embedded: proposition: locution: 
head] 
      g. It surprises me that the world is flat[embedded: proposition: locution: 
head] 
 
Chapter 1 Systems of Projection 
 
1. Projection A. the logico-semantic 逻辑-语义  relationship whereby a clause 
comes to function not as a direct representation of (non- linguistic) experience but as a 
representation of a (linguistic) representation (Halliday, 1994:250). It is a relationship 
between processes between a mental or a verbal process on the one hand, and 
another process (of any kind) that is mentalized (思维化)or verbalized 言语化  
(projected) by it (Halliday, 1994:290). B. clause complexes bearing the 
logico-semantic relationship of this type. 
 
2.  Systems of Projection: paratactic(并列 )/hypotactic(主从 )/embedded(嵌入 ); 
proposition( 命 题 )/proposal( 建 议 ); locution( 话 语 )/idea( 思 想 ); finite( 定
谓)/non-finite(非定谓); etc.  systemic features 
  
3.  Projection System in Probabilistic Grammar(或然语法): Semogenic process(意
义生成过程) 
  Stage 1: Initial stage of perfect association 完美联结  
   parataxis  x                        locution        1 
   locution           parataxis x   →     
                                         idea           0 
  →                →                    locution        0 
       hypotaxis  1-x      hypotaxis 1-x  →          
       idea                                idea           1 
      Stage 2a: An early stage in the disassociation 早期离解  of the associated 
variables 
   parataxis                         locution    .9 
   hypotaxis         parataxis  x → 
                                        idea       .1 














       locution          hypotaxis  1-x→  
       idea                              idea       .9 




     
 
     Stage 2b: The present observed stage of variables 目前状态  
   parataxis                          locution   .87 
   hypotaxis         parataxis  .58→ 
  →              →                     idea      .13 
                                         locution   .20 
   locution          hypotaxis  .42→      
   idea                              idea       .80 
Stage 3: The completed disassociation 完全离解 of the variable  
   parataxis    .5                          locution   .5 
   hypotaxis   .5         parataxis   .5 → 
                                              idea      .5 
  →                    →                    locution    .5 
       locution    .5          hypotaxis  .5 → 
       idea       .5                           idea       .5 
 
4. In or Out of System: pseudo-paratactic projection(假并列型投射句): It’s raining, I 
think; pseudo-hypotactic projection(假主从型投射句): They rejoiced that their team 
had won; pseudo-embedded projection(假嵌入型投射句): The report that he had 
submitted disturbed every one; causative(使役句): I got him to do it. 
               
Chapter 2  A Functional-Syntactic Analysis of Projection 
 
1.Transitivity Analysis 及物性分析  of Verbal Projecting Verbs 
 traditional:            S 
             NP                VP 
             John                   
                           V             NP 
                          said            ‘ I’m hungry’ 
 functional:           CC 
             Quoting            Quoted 
John said      ‘I’m hungry’ 
Sayer Process  
              
2. Functional-Syntactic Analysis 功能句法分析  of Mental Projection 
  formal:            S   














                     V    NP    VP 
             I       saw   Mary    come in 
  functional:         CC 
            Cl                   Cl 
           S/Sen  M/Pro:Men    S/Ag   M/Pro:Mat.   Mex 
            ngp                 ngp 
             h                   h 
             I      saw          Mary     come      in 
 
3.Thematic Analysis (主位分析)of Embedded Projection 
 Halliday’s analysis 
It        is obvious that Henry loves Helen             
Theme  Rheme 
  Huang’s analysis 
It  is              obvious               that Henry loves Helen. 
Thematic build-up Enhanced Theme Rheme 
  
4.  Projection and negation     (negation test 否定测试) 
 factive(叙实) projecting predicates 
It is (not) significant that he has been found guilty.   Presuppose(预设) 
He has been found guilty. 
 Non-factive (非叙实) projecting predicates 
It is (not) true that he has been found guilty.      Presuppose (not presuppose) 
He has been found guilty. 
 
Chapter 3 Further Explorations of the Nature of Projection  
 
 Ideationally, projection is Metaphenomenon 元现象 ; Interpersonally, projection is 
Modality 情态 ; Textually, projection is Reflexive Language 反身语言 . 
 
Chapter 4  Projection in Context 
 
1.  What is context? 
  
2.  Generic 语类 variations of projection 
text  comment  report advertisement 
para   0.04  0.29  0.01 
hyp   0.06  0.27  0.02 
emb   0.58  0.2   0 
total   0.68  0.58  0.03 
Genre constrains 限制  text structure; text structure constructs 构建  genre. 














constrain the choice of projection type; while the contrasting distribution of 
projections constructs the three different genres as what they are. 
Comments highlight 凸显  personal views(embedded projection, periodic and 
loose sentences); reports try to represent voices and events panoramically(paratactic 
projection and hypotactic projection-----introducing voices); while advertisements 
pretend to introduce goods and services impersonally( facts, projection are essentially 
interpersonal, cognitive and intruding elements for facts and experiences; low 
frequency of projection). 
 
3.  Ideological elements 意识形态成分  in projections. 
4.  Projection as intertextuality 互文性 . 
Good morning everyone. At first I’d like to express my gratitude to my supervisors, 
Professor Fu siyi and Professor Yang Xinzhang for their advice and criticisms. They 
are both very good teachers. I have been deeply influenced by and benefited from 
their scholarship and personalities. 
I owe a special debt of gratitude to Professor Huang Guowen, whose insightful studies 
in Systemic-Functional Syntax sparked off my interest in the present topic and 
constant encouragement made the completion of this possible. I also thank him for his 
coming here from thousand miles away to attack this paper. I fear that it is too bad a 
paper to be defensible. 
Other thanks go to Professor Lian shuneng, the boss of this department, Professor 
Zhou jinhua, Professor Liu kaifang and Professor Ji yuhua. They are all very good 
teachers and we are all very good friends. I love this department very much and will 
miss this department forever. 
 
This paper is entitled A Systemic-Functional Study Of Projection. In fact, it is 
intended to account for complex sentences of the type illustrated in example one. 
Would you please look at the handout? Traditional grammar, structural grammar and 
Transformational grammar have done a lot of studies on the sentences. But our 
perspective is that of Systemic-Functional grammar. This paper is composed of three 
chapters. Chapter one, Systems of Projection; Chapter two, A Functional-Syntactic 
Analysis of Projection; Chapter three, Further Explorations of the Nature of 
Projection; Chapter four, Projection in Context. 
 
The first chapter of this paper begins with the definition of projection.  Projection 
discussed in this paper refers to two things… To illustrate this definition, I’d like you 
to look at example (1a). In this clause complex, while the projecting clause John said 
represents an ordinary phenomenon of experience, the projected clause The world is 
flat represents a second-order phenomenon, something that is itself a representation. 
 
In the light of Firth and Halliday’s systemic theories, we build up three daughter 
systems of projection (paratactic, hypotactic and embedded system ) and several 















Grammar is not only a theory of language as a choice, i.e. relations of the type ‘either 
this or that’, but also a theory of probability, i.e. relations of the type ‘more likely this/ 
less likely that’. This is the quantitative aspect of grammar. As far as the problem of 
projection is concerned, it is noticed that the combination of parataxis with locution 
and hypotaxis with idea is the basic pattern of projection. Hypotactic locution and 
paratactic idea are marked combinations. Following Nesbitt & Plum (1987), we 
adopted the ‘semogenesis’ hypothesis in order to explain marked combinations. 
Semogenesis is a process by which the grammatical resources of a language may 
expand ( Nesbitt & Plum, 1987: 23). Before the fact, the process can only be 
considered as the splitting of a single variable and the variable subsequently 
cross-classifying itself. However, restrospectively, the process can be seen as the 
disassociation and recombination of associated variables which have then come to 
cross-classify one another. Through this process of dissociation and recombination of 
associated variables, the potent ial for making distinctions of meaning expands. We 
design a chart of the three-stage process of semogenesis with respect to the variables 
of taxis ( parataxis and hypotaxis) and projection (locution and idea).  
 
 In order to clarify the notion of projection, some borderline cases, which seem to be 
inside certain projection systems but are actually not, including… 
 
Chapter 2 of this paper is a Functional-Syntactic Analysis of Projection. The analyses 
include transitivity analysis of verbal projecting verbs, functional-syntactic analysis of 
mental projection and thematic analysis of embedded projection. These analyses are 
largely based on Halliday (1994) but many insightful ideas have been taken from the 
so-called Cardiff Grammar of Fawcett ( Huang 1997,1998). Let’s look at some 
example of my analyses. 
The first example is the Transitivity Analysis of Verbal Projecting Verb Say . The 
traditional analysis has the potential danger of treating the complement of say as 
direct object. There are a lot of evidences that the complement of say is not direct 
object. Our analysis treats this kind of structure as a clause complex of the projection 
type, thus avoiding this danger. 
  
The second example is the analysis of the so-called IPVC’s ( Infinitival Perception 
Verb Complements) such as Mary come in in I saw Mary come in. we argue that it can 
be analyzed as the secondary clause of the projection-type clause. 
 
The third example is the thematic analysis of embedded projections like It is obvious 
that Henry loves Helen. We adopted Fawcett and Huang’s notion of ‘Thematic 
Build-up’.  
 
Another syntactic problem which is discussed in Chapter 2 is negation. Two types of 
projecting predicate (factive and non-factive) are distinguished. Factive projecting 














projected clause while non-factive projecting predicate (eg. true) can not. 
 
In order to further explore the nature of projection, we discuss it from various 
perspectives in Chapter 3… 
 
Systemic-Functional Grammar attaches great importance to sociological aspects of 
language. It stresses the interaction between text and context. Chapter 4 of this paper 
attempts to see how projection, as a mode of discourse, is contextually determined on 
the one hand and how it contributes to construct contexts on the other. What is 
examined first is the generic variations of projection types. Thirty texts of three 
different genres are analyzed, among them 10 Comment texts from Newyorkers, 10 
Advertisement texts from Newyorkers and 10 Report texts from Beijing Review. The 
distribution of projection type of clause complexes in each genre has been calculated, 
with the following result: 
 
In order to reveal the ideological elements in projection-type clause complexes, 
we have also analyzed two texts, one from The Guardian and the other from Daily 
Mirror, both of which are about a report of the British House of Commons Home 
affair Committee on hard drug abuse. One important point that is highlighted is that 
people do not possess equal right to speak. Some people have more access to voicing 
their opinions than others. They are social and discursive power holders.  
 
The last section of Chapter 4 examines projection as intertextuality, the verbal 
environment of texts. Methodologically, Chapter 4 is mainly based on Halliday & 
Hasan’s (1985) framework of context. Some ideas have also been taken from 
Linguistic Criticism or Crit ical Discourse Analysis (Kress,1985; Birch,1986; 
Threadgold 1986; Fairclough,1995) 
 
On the whole, this paper is intended not only as a comprehensive study of projection 
as the logico-semantic relationship between clauses and clause complexes of the 
























    I have greatly benefited in my writing from the advice and criticisms 
of my two supervisors, Professor Yang Xinzhang and Fu siyi. I have been 
deeply influenced by their scholarship and personalities. 
I owe a special debt of gratitude to Professor Huang Guowen 
(Zhongshan University), whose insightful studies in Systemic-Functional 
Syntax sparked off my interest in the present topic and constant 
encouragement made the completion of this paper possible. 
Other thanks go to some of my teachers in the Foreign Languages 
Department of Xiamen University, Professor Lian Shuneng, Yang 
Renjing, Zhou Jinhua and Ji Yuhua. 
Finally, I wish to thank my wife for the love and support that she 
has always given me, and my little son, whose babbling has made me 
know better what language is. I must record my gratitude to them for their 
willingness to put up with my frequent bouts of depression, ill-temper or 
absent-mindedness while I was writing this paper and the postponement 




















































logico-semantic relationship whereby a clause comes to function not as a 
direct representation of (non-linguistic) experience but as a representation 
of a (linguistic) represntaion (Halliday, 1994:250). It is a relationship 
between processes between a mental or a verbal process on the one 
hand, and another process (of any kind) that is mentalized or verbalized 
(projected) by it (Halliday, 1994:290). B. clause complexes bearing the 
logico-semantic relationship of this type.  
In the light of Firth and Halliday’s systemic theories, the first chapter 
of this paper builds up three daughter systems of projection (paratactic, 
hypotactic and embedded system ) and several grand-daughter systems 
for each of them. It is argued that the projection system is one of the 
subsystems of clause complex. It is indispensable for generating clause 
complexes of the projection type. In order to clarify the notion of 
projection, some borderline cases, which seem to be inside certain 
projection systems but are actually not, are discussed in this chapter, 
including pseudo-paratactic projections like It’s raining, I think; 
pseudo-hypotactic projections like They rejoiced that their team had won; 
pseudo-embedded projections like The report that he had submitted 
disturbed every one; causatives like I got him to do it. 
Grammar is not only a theory of language as a choice, i.e. relations 
of the type ‘either this or that’, but also a theory of probability, i.e. 














quantitative aspect of grammar. As far as the problem of projection is 
concerned, it is noticed that the combination of parataxis with locution 
and hypotaxis with idea is the basic pattern of projection. Hypotactic 
locution and paratactic idea are marked combinations. Following Nesbitt 
& Plum (1987), we adopted the ‘semogenesis’ hypothesis in order to 
explain marked combinations. Semogenesis is a process by which the 
grammatical resources of a language may expand ( Nesbitt & Plum, 1987: 
23). Before the fact, the process can only be considered as the splitting of 
a single variable and the variable subsequently cross-classifying itself. 
However, restrospectively, the process can be seen as the disassociation 
and recombination of associated variables which have then come to 
cross-classify one another. Through this process of dissociation and 
recombination of associated variables, the potential for making 
distinctions of meaning expands. We design a chart of the three-stage 
process of semogenesis with respect to the variables of taxis ( parataxis 
and hypotaxis) and projection (locution and idea). Stage 2b is reproduced 
below (for the full picture of the process, see page 23):  
     



















  parataxis                          locution   .87 
   hypotaxis         parataxis  .58→ 
  →              →                     idea      .13 
                                         locution   .20 
   locution          hypotaxis  .42→      
   idea                               idea      .80 
  
Projection is a logico-semantic relationship between clauses within 
clause complexes, not a syntactic one. But syntactic relationships do exist 
inside clause complexes, though not beyond them, because clause 
complex is the highest ranking grammatical unit. It is what Martin 
(1992:23) called ‘grammatical frontier’. In this sense, clause complexes 
can be analyzed syntactically and this is just what is discussed in Chapter 
2 of this paper. The analyses include transitivity analysis of verbal 
projecting verbs, functional-syntactic analysis of mental projection and 
thematic analysis of embedded projection. These analyses are largely 
based on Halliday (1994) but many insightful ideas have been taken from 
the so-called Cardiff Grammar of Fawcett ( Huang 1997,1998). For 
example, it is suggested that IPVC’s ( Infinitival Perception Verb 














as the secondary clauses of the projection-type clause complexes: 
  
  
                        Clause Complex 
                Cl                         Cl 
  
 S/Sen   M/Pro:Men        S/Ag   M/Pro:Mat.  Mex 
  
  ngp                      ngp            
       
          h                         h 
  
         I        saw            Mary    come     in 
 
Fawcett & Huang’s concepts of ‘thematic build-up’, ‘enhanced theme’ 
are also used by us to do thematic analysis for embedded projections like 
It is a mistake that the school was closed down, It is the case that he has 
lost his passport. They are analyzed in the following way:  
 
It was             a mistake        that the school was closed down. 















It is               the case             that he has lost his passport. 
Thematic Build-up Enhanced Theme(eval) Rheme 
 
Another syntactic problem which is discussed in Chapter 2 is negation. 
The concept of ‘projecting predicate’ is introduced to cover verbs such 
as regret in I regret that I have done a useless MA, adjectives such as 
likely in It is likely that he has been found guilty and nouns such as 
case in It is the case that the chief constable arrested two men. Two 
types of projecting predicate (factive and non-factive) are 
distinguished. Factive projecting predicate (eg. deplore in I deplore 
that I have agreed to the proposal ) can be negated without changing 
the factuality of the projected clause while non-factive projecting 
predicate (eg. believe in I believe that they have agreed to the 
proposal ) can not.  
     In order to further explore the nature of projection, we discuss it 
from various perspectives in Chapter 3. Projection is first viewed as 
‘metaphenomenon’. In projection-type clause complex like I’m not so 
sure, replied the Fat Controller, while the projecting clause replied the 
fat Controller represents an ordinary phenomenon of experience, the 
projected clause I’m not so sure represents a second-order (linguistic) 
phenomenon ‘metaphenomenon’ , something that is itself a 














linguistic phenomena. Locutions are lexicogrammatical while ideas 
are semantic. A fact is a kind of idea, one that is so ‘semanticized’ that 
it is no longer explicitly projected, but is already wrapped and 
packaged to take its place in linguistic structure. There is a natural 
relationship among the types of phenomenon, the process they enter 
into and the grammatical structure.   
Projection can be regarded as containing modality because the 
projecting clauses like John said, John assumed are often used as 
expressions of uncertainty. The modality systemic features of John 
said, John assumed, for example, can be described as [ probability, 
objective, implicit, low, positive ]. As for the embedded projections 
like He was taken back by the claim that the world is flat , modality is 
expressed by the projecting noun claim because this sort of words are  
ideologically encoded by nature, that is to say, they usually express the 
narrator’s perspective, ideology and attitude. They are modal 
expressions in Halliday’s semiotic sense of modality. Projection can 
also be regarded as grammatical metaphors. The embedded projection 
like an appeal that there are no synonymys is the metaphorical 
expression of He points out that there are no synonymys. This is 
grammatical metaphor of the ideational kind. Another important 
grammatical metaphor with projection is the interpersonal kind, the 
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